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Edge AI vision-based processing is on the rise for smart 

devices, such as smartphones, automotive and consumer 

electronics. Having a dedicated AI co-processor on the device 

offers numerous benefits including enhanced vision quality, 

higher performance, improved privacy, reduced bandwidth and 

latency, less CPU computational load, efficient energy use, and 

less BOM cost.  These features are invaluable particularly for 

edge 5G-enabled applications such as smart IoT and mobile 

endpoint devices.   
                      ” 
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1 Executive Summary 

Visual data has grown volumetrically - Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming overwhelming amounts of video into 

timely and actionable intelligence that has never seen before. AI-powered cameras at the edge enable smartphone, 

automotive, computing, industrial, and IoT devices to redefine the way they process, restore, enhance, analyze, 

search, and share video and images.  On-device integrated AI-camera sensor co-processor chips with their built-in 

high-processing power and memory allow the machine- and human-vision applications to operate much faster, more 

energy-efficiently, cost-effectively, and securely without sending any data to remote servers. 

Over the past few years, mobile cameras in smartphones, surveillance devices, and robotic vehicles, including 

autonomous cars, have benefited from the integration of AI and image signal processing (ISP) engines. Machine 

learning (ML) is used not only to enhance the quality of the video/images captured by cameras but also to understand 

video contents like a human can detect, recognize and classify objects, events, and even actions in a frame. The 

application of this technology is massive, enabling everything from vision-based end-point devices to smartphones, 

automotive, robotic vehicles, automated surveillance, and beyond. 

An ISP, in combination with an AI-based computer vision processor, can collaboratively deliver a more robust 

image and computer processing capabilities than a standalone ISP. Traditionally, 

ISPs are tuned to process images intended for human-viewing purposes. 

However, in handling applications involving both machine-vision and human-

vision applications, a functional shift is required to efficiently and effectively 

execute both traditional and deep learning-based computer vision algorithms. 

Today, many AI-based camera applications rely on sending images and videos to 

the cloud for analysis, exposing the processing of data to become slow and 

insecure. Additionally, manufacturers have to install specialized DSP or GPU 

processors on devices to handle the extra computational demand.  A more 

streamlined solution for vision edge computing is to use dedicated, low-power, 

and high-performing AI processor chips capable of handling deep-learning 

algorithms for image quality enhancement and analysis on the device such as the Gyrfalcon Technology Inc (GTI) AI 

co-processor chips. 

AI-equipped camera modules offer distinct advantages over standard cameras by performing not just capturing the 

enhanced images but also perform image analysis, content-aware, and event/pattern recognition, all in one compact 

system. AI-powered cameras turn your smartphone snapshots into DSLR-quality photos. 

 

A more streamlined solution for 

vision edge computing is to use 

dedicated, low-power, and 

high-performing AI processor 

chips capable of handling deep-

learning algorithms for image 

quality enhancement and 

analysis on the device such as 

the Gyrfalcon Technology Inc 

(GTI) AI co-processor chips. 

 

https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/23/16907238/artificial-intelligence-surveillance-cameras-security
https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/23/16907238/artificial-intelligence-surveillance-cameras-security
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2 Introduction 

 

The need for artificial intelligence (AI) on edge devices has been realized, and the race to design integrated and 

edge-optimized chipsets has begun. AI processing on the edge device, particularly AI vision computing, circumvents 

privacy concerns while avoiding the speed, bandwidth, latency, power consumption, and cost concerns of cloud 

computing.  As the shipment of AI-equipped devices with a growing demand for higher 

compute is increasing rapidly, the need for AI acceleration chips has been realized 

on the edge.   

The edge AI chipset demand for on-device machine-vision and human viewing 

applications is mostly driven by smartphones, robotic vehicles, automotive, consumer 

electronics, mobile platforms, and similar edge-server markets.  Smartphones and 

automotive are the dominant drivers due to their fastest growth and largest volume shipment and revenue in edge 

vision computing. The mobile phone market segment alone is forecast to account for over 50% of the 2025 global 

edge AI chipset market [1].  

Mobile cameras equipped with AI capabilities can now capture spectacular images that rival advanced high-end 

DSLR cameras. However, due to the compact form factor of edge and mobile devices, smart cameras are unable to 

carry large image sensors or lenses. This challenge compels manufacturers to push computational image processing 

technology for boosting the quality of the image to the next level by joint design of image capture, image 

reconstruction, and image analysis techniques.   The arrival of AI and deep learning have provided an alternative 

image processing strategy for both image quality enhancement and machine-vision applications such as object 

detection and recognition, content analysis and search, and computational 

image processing.  

Deep learning (DL) is a branch of machine learning algorithms that aims at 

learning the hierarchical representations of data. DL has shown prominent 

superiority over other machine learning algorithms in many artificial 

intelligence domains, such as computer vision, speech recognition, and 

natural language processing. Generally, the strong capability of DL to 

address substantial unstructured data is attributed to the following three 

contributors: (1) the development of efficient computing hardware, (2) the 

availability of massive amounts of data, and (3) the advancement of sophisticated algorithms. 

The ultimate purpose of an AI-based camera is to mimic the human eyes and brain and to make sense of what the 

camera envisions through artificial intelligence. An AI-powered camera sensor is a new technology that 

manufacturers like Sony, Google, Apple, Samsung, Huawei, Honor, Xiaomi, Vivo, Oppo, and others, are integrating 

on every launch of their new smartphones. Building AI-equipped cameras involves applying technologies from 

traditional image signal processing (ISP) techniques to modern computer vision and deep machine-learning 

Smartphones and automotive 

are the dominant drivers due to 

their fastest growth and largest 

volume shipment and revenue in 

edge vision computing. 

The arrival of AI and deep learning 

have provided an alternative image 

processing strategy for both image 

quality enhancement and machine-

vision applications such as object 

detection and recognition, content 

analysis and search, and 

computational image processing. 
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networks. ISPs typically perform image enhancement as well as converting the one-color-component per pixel output 

of a raw image sensor into the RGB or YUV images that are more commonly used elsewhere in the system. 

Due to low-resolution, inaccurate equipment, or severe weather and 

environmental conditions; captured images are subject to low quality, 

mosaicing, and noise artifacts that degrade the quality of information. On-device 

super-resolution (SR), demosaicing, denoising, and high dynamic range (HDR) 

procedures are often augmented to CMOS sensors to enhance the image 

quality by deploying sophisticated neural network algorithms with an integrated 

high-performing, cost-effective, and energy-efficient AI co-processor chip. 

An intelligent image sensor in an AI camera can process, enhance, reconstruct, 

and analyze captured images and videos by incorporating not only a traditional 

image signal processing (ISP) engine but also by deploying emerging deep 

learning-based machine vision networks into the sensor itself [2].   

A high-performing neural network accelerator chip is a compelling candidate to 

combine with image signal processing functions that were historically handled by a 

standalone ISP. The output of the CMOS sensor can be pre-processed by an ISP to 

rectify lens distortion, pixel and color corrections, and de-noising prior to being routed 

to a deep learning vision processor for further analysis.   

These emerging intelligent sensors not only capture light, but they also capture the 

details, meaning, scene understanding, and information from the light in front of them. 

A high-performing neural 

network accelerator chip is 

a compelling candidate to 

combine with image signal 

processing functions that 

were historically handled 

by a standalone ISP. 

An intelligent image sensor in 

an AI camera can process, 

enhance, reconstruct and 

analyze captured images and 

videos by incorporating not only 

a traditional image signal 

processing (ISP) engine but also 

by deploying emerging deep 

learning-based machine vision 

networks into the sensor itself.   
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3 AI-Camera Sensor Markets 

Imaging technologies and their applications in smartphones, automotive, robotics, smart cities, augmented reality, 

and automated surveillance are integrating AI-powered vision computing 

algorithms into their camera modules to address both human and computer-

vision functional requirements.  

To execute computer vision algorithms on a camera module such as object 

detection, segmentation, or facial recognition, a separate (either on- or off-

chip) vision processor is also required. Intelligent image sensor processors 

usually are assisted by both an ISP-like capability as well as a neural network 

accelerator often with a deep learning-based CNN engine. Camera modules 

with a combined deep learning-based CNN engine and an ISP-like processor can be deployed in a variety of vision-

based systems offering both enhanced viewing and computer-vision capabilities. 

3.1 AI-Camera in Edge-Vision Computing 

Edge AI vision-based processing for smart devices such as smartphones, automotive, and consumer electronics; 

including smart homes, appliances, smart displays, and other mobile platforms are on the rise.  

Depending on the AI application and device category, there are several hardware options and architectures 

available for performing edge AI processing. The options include central processing units (CPUs), graphics 

processing units (GPUs), application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), 

and system-on-chip (SoC) accelerators.   

With the recent advances in mobile system-on-chip (SoC) technologies, the 

performance of portable smartphone devices has increased dramatically over 

the past years. With the availability of multi-core processors, dedicated DSPs 

and GPUs, and gigabytes of RAM, the capabilities of current smartphones 

have already gone far beyond running the standard built-in phone applications. 

The computational power of these mobile platforms already significantly 

exceeds the needs of most everyday use cases.  AI and deep learning 

algorithms, however, remain challenging even for high-end smartphones and 

tablets. Deploying machine learning solutions on mobile platforms result in a 

huge computational overhead on the platforms’ CPUs and becomes a serious drain on battery power [2]. 

Today, the majority of AI algorithms are either not available on smartphones or are executed on remote cloud 

servers due to the mobile phones’ hardware limitations.  Running AI processing and analysis on cloud servers also 

has a number of challenges including:  

Camera modules with a combined 

deep learning-based CNN engine 

and an ISP-like processor can be 

deployed in a variety of vision-

based systems offering both 

enhanced viewing and computer-

vision capabilities. 

AI and deep learning algorithms, 

however, remain challenging 

even for high-end smartphones 

and tablets. Deploying machine 

learning solutions on mobile 

platforms result in a huge 

computational overhead on the 

platforms’ CPUs and becomes a 

serious drain on battery power. 
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a) Possibility of privacy leaks: Uploading various images to the cloud is more convenient but also leaves 

the management of privacy in the hands of others.  

b) Dependency on an internet connection: Cloud AI is highly dependent on the network condition since the 

cloud cannot be used offline.  

c) Unavoidable network traffic and delays associated with network latency: For certain latency-sensitive 

applications such as autonomous vehicles, this can become a major safety issue. Better user experience 

requires making fast AI-enabled decisions at the edge 

d) Power and cost issues: The amount of image information used for AI processing is increasing daily 

resulting in the rise of the amount of energy and cost required to transfer that data to the cloud. The cost of 

cloud processing, storage, and bandwidth preclude sending data to the cloud to make AI-enabled decisions 

To overcome these challenges, the processing of the algorithms or whole machine-learning libraries are ported to 

mobile phones with added hardware acceleration using dedicated ICs, 

GPUs or DSPs [3]. 

According to Omdia Artificial Intelligence for Edge Devices market report 

[1], AI processing in-memory (PIM), is the “only architecture” that has 

started shipping in 2020. GTI's product portfolio of high-performing, energy-

efficient, and cost-effective accelerator chips with its patented AI 

Processing-in-Memory (APiMTM) architecture and Matrix Processing Engine 

(MPETM) have been shipping since 2017.  GTI's APiMTM architecture 

eliminates the bottleneck of massive data movement, which increases 

performance, decreases power consumption, and lowers cost. The scalable 

GTI’s MPETM matrix design also allows each engine to directly 

communicate and interact with adjacent engines, optimizing, and accelerating data flow [4].  

An integrated accelerator chipset is becoming more widespread at the edge. Omdia forecasts that global edge AI  

chipset revenue will grow from $7.7B in 2019 to $51.9B by 2025 [1] (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 - Omdia forecasts global edge AI chipset revenue 

GTI's APiMTM architecture 

eliminates the bottleneck of massive 

data movement, which increases 

performance, decreases power 

consumption, and lowers cost. The 

scalable GTI’s MPETM matrix design 

also allows each engine to directly 

communicate and interact with 

adjacent engines, optimizing, and 

accelerating data flow. 
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Edge computer vision is integral to many AI applications: from smart camera sensors, autonomous vehicles to 

industrial robots that act as our eyes in remote locations.  Machines have become very good at responding to what 

they see, but most AI-based applications need a lot of computing power to work. Part of the problem is a bottleneck 

at the heart of traditional sensors, which capture a massive amount of visual data, regardless of whether or not it is 

used for high-quality human viewing purposes or for classifying, detecting, or analyzing an image.  

The camera module market at a high level is segmented by components (image sensor, lens, camera module 

assembly) and market applications (smartphone, consumer, automotive, and 

others). Increasing demand for camera modules, particularly in edge-vision 

computing, on-device mobility, and ADAS (advanced driver-assistance 

systems) and autonomous driving, has created a lucrative opportunity for 

collaborative CMOS image sensors (CIS) and AI-based processing cameras. 

As shown in Figure 2.a, combined revenue for CMOS camera module (CCM) 

in mobile, consumer, computing, and automotive has reached $31.3B in 2019 

and should reach $57.5B in 2025 [5]. As illustrated, smartphones and 

automotive are the two dominant sectors that have significant revenue shares 

in camera modules. Figure 2.b shows the average number of cameras per 

smartphone and automotive.   There are roughly 1.3B smartphones are produced each year and over 80M for light 

vehicles. High-resolution, periscope lens, AI-based end-to-end video/image processing for human/machine-vision 

applications replacing ISPs, will be the next wave of increasing innovation and camera module profits. 

In this whitepaper, we will be describing the two dominant vertical market and 

technology drivers of AI-camera sensors, namely: 

(a) AI Cameras in Smartphones 

(b) AI Cameras in Automotive 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2 - (a) Combined CMOS camera module market revenue forecast (Yole), (b) Average number of cameras 

per end-product (Smartphone and automotive) 

Part of the problem is a 

bottleneck at the heart of 

traditional sensors, which 

capture a massive amount of 

visual data, regardless of 

whether or not it is used for high-

quality human viewing purposes 

or for classifying, detecting, or 

analyzing an image. 

…, smartphones and automotive 

are the two dominant sectors that 

have significant revenue shares in 

camera modules. 
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3.2 AI Cameras in Smartphones 

The desire to capture high-quality photos and extreme imaging performance is traditionally accomplished by 

complex and expensive Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR) cameras with multiple interchangeable lens systems. 

Today's smartphones follow a similar approach but using multiple fixed lenses to improve photography 

performance. This will add to the BOM cost, size, computational load, and battery drain of mobile platforms.    

Smartphone OEMs are in fierce competition to add advanced functionalities to 

enhance their camera image quality and performance.  This is traditionally 

achieved by using expensive and dedicated ISP processors and high-quality 

CMOS image sensors (CIS).  Various pre/post signal and image processing 

algorithms are performed to achieve increased pixel resolution, improved de-

noising, demosaicing, HDR, white balancing, and depth of field (DoF) capabilities 

for human viewing applications.  Due to the recent and amazing ability of deep 

learning and AI vision computing, in addition to enhancing image quality, 

performing people/object authentication, detection, analysis, action/event 

recognition for machine-vision tasks, using the same camera equipped with an AI processor, are becoming 

streamlined. 

The market for CMOS image sensors (CIS) and CMOS camera modules (CCM) 

is on the rise.  According to Counterpoint research, in Q1 2020, the penetration 

of quad-camera smartphones reached almost 20% of global smartphone 

shipments [5]. The sales volume of CMOS image sensors (CIS) for smartphone 

applications increased eightfold over the past decade, reaching more than 4.5B 

units in 2019 [6] (Figure 3.a). Sony has become the leading CIS semiconductor 

player flowed by Samsung, OmniVision, STMicroelectronics, ON Semiconductor, 

Oppo, Panasonic, Canon, SK Hynix, and others as shown in Figure 3.b. Sony 

has recently announced its first world's AI image sensor with integrated AI chip 

targeting retailers and industry clients. Sony's first-generation AI image sensor is 

unlikely to be incorporated into consumer devices such as smartphones, tablets, 

and laptops [7]. While Sony is the front runner followed by Samsung in the CMOS 

image sensor (CIS) market, LG Innotek continues to maintain its leadership 

position in the compact camera module (CCM) industry as illustrated in Figure 3.b. Closing in are Ofilm and Sunny 

Optical. They have climbed to the second and third positions by relying on the strong domestic market in China, 

replacing Semco and Foxconn/Sharp Figure 3.b [5]. 

Today's smartphones follow a 

similar approach but using 

multiple fixed lenses to improve 

photography performance. This 

will add to the BOM cost, size, 

computational load, and battery 

drain of mobile platforms. 

Due to the recent and amazing 

ability of deep learning and AI 

vision computing, in addition to 

enhancing image quality, 

performing people/object 

authentication, detection, 

analysis, action/event 

recognition for machine-vision 

tasks, using the same camera 

equipped with an AI processor, 

are becoming streamlined. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3 - (a) CMOS image sensor (CIS) revenue, and (b)  major CIS players (Courtesy of Counterpoint) 

The number of rear/front-end mobile camera trend for smartphones is shown in Figure 4.  In 1Q20, smartphones 

packed on the average more than 3.5 image sensors and expected to grow to 4 by the end of 2020. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Average CIS content/shipment for multi-camera per smartphone (Courtesy of Counterpoint) 

Leading smartphone players will continue to enrich and enhance the photography and video capture experiences by 

leveraging diversified multi-camera lenses combined with CMOS image sensors and ISPs with the increasing 

collaboration of AI processing power and advanced deep-learning algorithms. 

3.3 AI Cameras in Automotive 

Over the past few years, the automotive camera application has entered its growth stage and has now become 

standard equipment for autonomous vehicles.  It has a broad market for in-cabin, ADAS and autonomous cars with 

rearview, surround-view, 3D cameras, thermal camera, blind-spot, and even fusing with radar and LiDAR becoming 

ubiquitous (Figure 5).  
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It has now attracted traditional tier-one auto part manufacturers as well as many leading players of the mobile 

camera ecosystem. 

 

Figure 5 - Imaging devices used for ADAS and autonomous vehicles 

According to Yole [8], the automotive camera module industry has reached $3.0B in 2018.  The sale of automotive 

camera modules is expected to reach $5.7B in revenue by 2024 (Figure 6.a).  The major players for the automotive 

image market are shown in Figure 6.b.  On Semiconductor by partnering with Mobileye chip was able to have over 

one-third of the market shares, followed by Omnivision and Sony. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6 - (a) Automotive camera modules revenue forecast (Yole), (b) Automotive image sensor market players 
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4 GTI AI Accelerator Chips 

Gyrfalcon Technology Inc (GTI) provides powerful AI processing accelerator chips for deep learning and computer 

vision workloads encompassing human viewing, machine vision, and voice interface applications. GTI’s 

commercially available AI accelerator chips can be easily integrated with a variety of host processors embedded in 

endpoint devices such as smartphones, tablets, TVs, smart cameras, 

surveillance cameras, IoTs as well as robotic vehicles and data 

centers. 

GTI’s inference accelerator chips have a Convolutional Neural 

Network Domain-Specific Architecture (CNN-DSA) with a dedicated 

Matrix Processing Engine (MPETM) and an efficient AI Processing in 

Memory (APiMTM) technology. As an example, GTI’s LightSpeeur 

2803S, geared for automotive, edge AI servers, or data centers, 

provides a power efficiency performance of 24 TOPS/Watt or 556 

FPS/Watt with an accuracy comparable to the VGG benchmark. GTI’s 

4th generation Lightspeeur 5801 accelerator chip, used for edge and end-point applications, provides12.6 

TOPS/Watt or 468 FPS/Watt with under 250mW ultra-low power consumption. 

Gyrfalcon’s CNN-DSA accelerators are reconfigurable to support CNN model coefficients of various layer sizes and 

layer types. 

 

For a more computationally-intensive edge computing applications such as in 

Autonomous vehicles AI platforms, GTI’s PCIe-based AI accelerator cards using 

16x 2803S chips delivering 270 TOPS and 9.9 TOPS/W power efficiency can be 

used for Level 4 AI auto performance demand (Figure 7-a).  Using 4x GTI 2803S 

PCIe cards (64 chips) can provide the top performance of 1080 TOPS for L5 AI 

auto performance and beyond as shown in Figure 7-b.  

GTI’s AI-based chips have a flexible and scalable architecture and can be easily 

arranged in either parallel or cascades for any given performance/model size 

application as shown in Figure 8 (a, b). Cascading capability provides flexibility 

and reduces the host workload.  Cascading enables support for larger and more 

complex models (i.e. ResNet-101, ResNet-152, …). 

 

 

Matrix
(2-D)

MPE™ (only GTI)

Scalable Cells

Matrix Size: 28,000+ Cores
(168 x 168 MACs)

Specifically AI Computing
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(a) Up to L4 Autonomous Cars 270 TOPS (b)  L4 - L5 Autonomous Cars1080 TOPS 

Figure 7 - High performing GTI PCIe accelerator card. (a) 16x 2803S chips achieving 270TOPS and (b) 4x PCIe 

cards with 1080 TOPS performance 

 

Figure 8 - GTI’s AI-based accelerator with a scalable architecture (a) Parallel architecture for higher performance, 

(b)  cascade architecture for larger models 

 

Some of the autonomous car applications using the GTI 2803 accelerator chip with a scalable architecture are 

shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. In Figure 9-a, real-time traffic scene segmentation with 19 targeted categories 

trained on the Cityscapes dataset with 4x cascaded 2803 chips is shown. Figure 9-b shows an object detection 

task trained on the VOC subset (5 classes).  

 

  (a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 9 - (a) Segmentation (GTI 2803 4x chips) trained on Cityscapes dataset, (b) Object Detection (GTI 2803 

chip) trained on VOC subset (5 classes) dataset, with NXP BLBX host platform 

 

In Figure 10-a, a traffic lane detection task trained on the TuSimple lane detection dataset with 2x cascaded 2803 

chips is illustrated. Figure 10-b shows a traffic light detection application trained on the Bosch traffic light dataset 

with 4x cascaded 2803 chips.  All these applications are implemented using the NXP BlueBox host platform with 

the M.2 PCIe interface. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10 - (a) Lain Detection (GTI 2803 2x chips) trained on TuSimple lane detection dataset, (b) Traffic Light 

Detection (GTI 2803 4x chips) trained on Bosch traffic light dataset, SSD-based with NXP BLBX host platform  
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4.1 GTI AI Accelerator for Edge AI and Smartphones 

The GTI’s 4th generation Lightspeeur 5801 chip has already been designed into LG’s Q70, a mid-range smartphone 

as a high-performing, ultra-low power, and cost-effective AI accelerator. It can handle a wide range of applications 

such as Bokeh, face ID and authentication, low-light enhancement, pose detection and more.  Currently, only 

higher-end Qualcomm and MediaTek smartphones at a high price point have an integrated AI processing unit. 

Recently due to GTI’s best-in-class processor chip integrated into LG’s Q70 mobile phone to handle various 

camera applications and effects with ultra-low power budget, competitive price point and performance; GTI was 

named by EE Times as the Top 10 processor for AI Acceleration at the Endpoint in 2020 [9].  

 

Some of the applications implemented in LG’s Q70 phone include (but not limited to):  

• Super-Resolution 

• Low-Light Enhancement 

• Single-camera Depth of Field (DoF) and Video Bokeh 

• Object Detection 

• AI Retouching 

• Image Inpainting 

• Pose Detection 

• Face ID and Authentication 

• Foreground/Background Segmentation 

• Emotion Detection 

• Scene Optimization 

• Search and Content Analysis 

• And More… 

 

Figure 11 illustrates several mobile phone applications implemented in the commercially available LG Q70 

smartphone using GTI 5801’s best industry-leading power-efficient and low-cost solution. 

 Recently due to GTI’s best-

in-class processor chip 

integrated into LG’s Q70 

mobile phone to handle 

various camera applications 

and effects with ultra-low 

power budget, competitive 

price point and performance; 

GTI was named by EE Times 

as the Top 10 processor for 

AI Acceleration at the 

Endpoint in 2020. 
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Pose Detection Segmentation 

Figure 11 - Examples of applications implemented in commercially available LG Q70 smartphone with integrated 

GTI 5801 accelerator chip 
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5 AI-Powered Cameras 

Historically, cameras are mostly considered to create a physical image using optics and to capture or record the 

physical image using sensors. Through the advancement in electronics, the camera has been redefined from a 

device that records images to a device that encodes images [10]. With this transition, a third component is added to 

the camera: the image signal processor (ISP).   

ISPs, whether in the form of a standalone IC or as an IP core integrated into an SoC or image sensor, are common 

in modern camera module designs.  Today, almost every smartphone has an ISP 

co-processor for its image processing pipeline.  ISP takes the raw photonic data 

gathered up by an image sensor and turning it into something that can be usefully 

displayed on the device, or even sent to a computer vision subsystem that can 

recognize objects in the frame. A digital camera uses a lens to focus light onto a 

sensor, and then an ISP to turn whatever the sensor spits out into a (hopefully 

accurate) representation of the scene in a digital format. Most camera modules, 

even with fierce competition among manufacturers, are not good enough for 

rendering high-quality images or computer-vision applications with an adequate 

performance by just using an ISP alone.  

ISPs are historically “tuned” to process images intended for human viewing purposes and some of the ISP 

capabilities are unnecessary in a machine vision application.  Likewise, an ISP operating in a machine vision-

optimized configuration may differ from the one functioning under the assumption that its outputs would be intended 

for human viewing purposes.  

OEMs have been introducing specialized hardware primarily to boost image computational processing capabilities 

that are being extensively used in the ISP pipeline. Initially, these processing capabilities were being done in the 

software layer executed on CPU, DSP, or GPU. But using dedicated low-level hardware architecture has helped 

reduce the latency and power consumption of such processing pipeline to provide support for features like 

denoising, and high-resolution 4K video recording with HDR.  

In terms of integration into a mobile camera, the ISP is often integrated with various cores such as CPU, DSP, 

GPU,  power management, and other integrated parts into a system-on-a-chip (SoC) design. A mobile camera 

maker can just use an all-in-one solution to build a new camera module for smartphones, or automotive 

applications all nicely packed into the same SoC chip, as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 - Components of camera modules with ISP functionality integrated with DSP, CPU, GPU, memory, 

power management, and other integrated parts into an SoC. 

Usually, the photodiodes employed in an image sensor are color-blind by nature because they can only record 

shades of gray. To get color into the image, image sensors are covered with a palette like RGB (red, green, blue) 

filter according to the pattern designated by the Bayer filter. The color image filter uses the Bayer filter to output the 

RAW image. The raw output produced from Bayer filter cameras is referred to as a Bayer image.  This image is 

then further processed using the ISP pipeline to achieve high-quality images. 

Since on-camera image processing algorithms are most often implemented as ASICs due to their intensive 

computational processing power required, adjustable parameters have been 

relatively constrained.  Nowadays, ISP’s computational image processing 

functions such as denoising, high dynamic range (HDR), super-resolution 

(SR), and high depth of field (DoF) using multi-camera arrays have become 

common in smartphones.  For additional flexibility and parameter adjustments, 

some of the capabilities of the ISP can be performed in integrated DSP, CPU, 

or GPU cores - at the expense of additional power, latency, size, and cost 

tradeoffs.  

ISPs typically perform various image processing steps, including RAW image 

processing, color demosaicing, HDR, image sharpening, Bayer transformation, 

pixel & color correction, white balance, de-noising, and tone mapping, as 

shown in Figure 13. The latest integrated ISPs into the smart CMOS sensors 

are tailored to optimize images not only for human viewing purposes but also 

for computer vision algorithms.   
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Figure 13 - A simplified view of functions supported by conventional ISP along with other capabilities within an SoC 

 

Over the past decade, the explosive growth of AI technology has changed the physical nature of the camera by 

combining computational imaging and deep neural processing. To date, considerable interest in the combination of 

AI and cameras has focused on the ability of deep learning algorithms to enhance, 

understand, analyze, search, and act on image data. Machine and deep-learning 

image processing solutions have become superior to traditional ISP algorithms for 

enhancing the quality of the image. 

Figure 14.a shows a combined ISP (integrated into an SoC) and a deep learning-

based processor.  The image at the output of the CMOS sensor is first pre-

processed (denoised, demosaiced, HDR, and enhanced) by an ISP engine. The 

high-quality image at the output of the ISP can be used either for human viewing 

purposes or it can be routed to a computer vision co-processor for further analysis.  

An alternative approach to a combined ISP and vision processor is illustrated in 

Figure 14.b - replacing an ISP pipeline with a single deep learning network model.  

ISP and deep learning network processor can merge into a unified end-to-end AI co-

processor starting from the camera raw sensor readings, to produce DSLR-quality 

images as well as highly accurate computer vision results. Such an approach offers 

numerous benefits including improved performance and reduced energy 

consumption, silicon area and BOM cost. 
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Figure 14 - Camera module with vision and AI capabilities. (a) A combined ISP-like processor and computer-vision-

based co-processor are used for both vision and AI functionalities. (b)  ISP and deep learning-based co-

processors are merged into a unified end-to-end AI co-processor. 

 

6 AI-Powered Camera Challenges 

Modern mobile ISPs use complex computational algorithms that are sequentially solving a number of generic image 

processing functions, such as image demosaicing, white balance and exposure correction, denoising and 

sharpening, color and gamma correction, and alike. Despite all the advances in the computational image 

processing algorithms, the compact form factor, power consumption, and hardware limitations of mobile cameras 

remain unchanged.  Mobile phones’ compact sensors and relatively small lens sizes result in loss of details, high-

noise levels, and second-rate color rendering.   
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Obtaining noise-free, super-resolution (SR), high dynamic range (HDR), and demosaicing images are fundamental 

objectives and practical importance in image restoration and enhancement technologies [11]. Additionally, enabling 

higher-bandwidth and intelligent connectivity offered by 5G technology has grown the demand for higher-quality 

cameras substantially. This trend, coupled with the need for higher pixel counts, better resolution, 3D sensing, and 

enhanced human-computer vision applications, have propelled the CMOS image sensor market rapid expansion. 

Today, the current classical ISP systems are still unable to handle these growing demands completely.   

Recent deep learning-based methods and techniques in denoising [12] and SR [13], are shown to be outperforming 

classic image signal processing approaches. A CMOS image sensor coupled with a dedicated deep-learning and 

high-performing AI image co-processor can deal with these challenging demands from a holistic perspective. 

Despite the recent improvement in deep learning-based image processing methods, there is still a lack of enough 

analysis in a realistic setting of combined SR, denoising, HDR and demosaicing tasks. A major limitation in practical 

applications is the fact that these restoration and enhancement tasks are 

addressed separately in an ISP pipeline and often done back-to-back without taking 

into account the interactions and characteristics of the mixture problem. 

Besides image processing and algorithm challenges, there are also a number of 

hardware limitations in compact camera modules. Most digital cameras contain 

sensor arrays covered by color filter arrays (CFAs, e.g. Bayer pattern), resulting in 

an incomplete color sampling of images and loss in resolution. Moreover, the 

images captured directly by the image sensor are often noisy. Furthermore, most of 

the lenses used in mobile devices have fixed and short focal length, causing 

difficulties in the imaging of distant objects and the resolution of the images [11].  

As the automation levels in cameras for both human viewing purposes and 

computer vision applications increase, there will be a need for integrated smart 

CMOS sensors and AI co-processors.  The AI-assisted CMOS sensors, such as 

GTI accelerator chips, can support efficient network model implementation, enhanced processing power and 

memory, efficient energy consumption, and lower BOM cost. 

 

7 AI-Powered Camera Benefits 

Today, although many high-end TVs and smartphones support 4K ultra-high-definition (UHD) videos, there are still 

legacy mobile and TV devices with lower resolution (960x540) video streams, high-definition (HD) resolution 

(1280x720) and full-high-definition (FHD) resolution (1,920 x1080).  Hence a dedicated vision processor is crucial for 

converting low-resolution video contents into high-resolution and enhanced video streams, particularly for upscaling 

legacy contents to 4K UHD videos [14].  
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Over the past few years, CMOS sensors and imaging devices have benefited from the integration of dedicated AI 

processors into their camera modules.  In certain applications, the raw data coming out of an image sensor is routed 

through an ISP before presenting the resulting images to deep learning networks for further processing. Depending 

on the capability of the deep-learning network processor, there is a potential for bypassing the costly, power-

consuming, and latency-inducing ISP pipeline with a deep learning-based AI co-processor.   

An ISP-less approach will mostly be appropriate for scenarios where machine-vision processing is the only 

destination for the image sensor’s output data. The GTI co-processor network model used for inferencing can be 

pre-trained with “raw” images from a sensor instead of pre-processed images from an 

intermediary ISP.  Recent encouraging results using uncorrected (i.e., pre-ISP) 

images suggest that the inclusion of an ISP as a pre-processing step for computer 

vision may no longer be necessary. 

An integrated GTI’s powerful co-processor chip into a camera module can produce 

real-time images and video streams that are superior to some of the existing high-end 

and expensive smartphones. As shown in Figure 15, the GTI AI co-processor can be 

integrated into a camera module either as a standalone IC or it can be combined 

collaboratively with an ISP (or CPU, DSP, GPU) cores as an IP in an SoC for greater 

precision and image quality.  

 

 

Figure 15 - Components of camera modules with Gyrfalcon AI image co-processor and optional ISP, DSP, CPU, 

GPU functionalities for pre/post-processing 

Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have shown superior performance in a variety of high-quality 

image content for human and computer vision areas including super-resolution (SR), denoising HDR as well as 

image classification, object detection, segmentation, and more [15]. But the applied CNN models are increasingly 

cumbersome with substantial memory and computational burden when deployed in practical applications. 
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With rapid advancements in AI-powered applications, a high-performing AI co-processor chip with its advanced 

deep-learning network moves beyond traditional image processing to harness the power of AI for combined human 

viewing and machine vision applications.  

A CNN-based, multi-mode multi-scale SR AI co-processor can be implemented 

in low-complexity hardware (HW) for real-time video/image quality 

enhancement.  An AI-powered multi-scale SR co-processor can reconstruct 

from low resolution (LR) to 4K UHD video streams at high frame rates (60 FPS).  

GTI AI image co-processor, with its deep CNN-based model, can (1) reduce the 

number of model parameters, (2) decrease computational operations, and (3) 

process different scales of information and modes of operations.  

A CMOS image sensor with a dedicated AI co-processor and an optional image 

application processor (ISP, CPU or GPU core) can provide [10]: 

o 10-100x reduction in sensor power per pixel 

o 10x improvement in the depth of field (DoF) and dynamic range (HDR) 

o 10-100x improvement in image pixel count and higher resolution 

o 10-100x less CPU loading  

 

7.1 AI-Powered Camera Capabilities 

A dedicated AI image co-processor chip using a deep-learning convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture can 

be used to support a multi-scale super-resolution (SR) with various upscaling factors (2x, 3x and 4x), and image 

sizes. Low-resolution (LR) input frames can be processed line-by-line with a significantly reduced number of 

convolutional filter parameters by incorporating an efficient implementation of the CNN-based network architecture.  

An implemented deep learning network architecture in an AI image co-processor can operate in various image 

enhancement modes depending on the target applications and performance requirements.   

Next-gen AI image co-processor capabilities include but not limited to a multi-scale Super-Resolution/Zoom (SR 

Zoom), multi-type High Dynamic Range (HDR), AI-based or pre-processing-based denoising algorithms, or a 

combination of one or more of these supported functions.  As an example, HDR and denoising functions can be 

either performed jointly with SR Zoom as an end-to-end unified AI network architecture or it can be implemented as 

a part of the pre-/post-processing algorithm pipeline. A camera powered by an AI image co-processor can support 

various bypass modes, input/output image sizes, and multi-scale SR Zoom options.  Different HDR types can be 

configured to optimize the performance and quality of the target application. To further reduce complexity and 
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memory usage, effective and parameterized quantization schemes for weight and activation parameters can be 

used. Depending on the use cases being either for human-perception purposes 

(smartphones) or machine-vision tasks (ADAS/autonomous cars), the AI co-

processor can be configured for different modes of operations, frame rates, 

speed/latency requirements, image format, resolutions, and image sizes. 

As an AI image co-processor is designed for mass-market edge AI vision 

computing and AI-camera designs, it can reach even lower costs with high 

volume applications. With that, camera module manufacturers can now get a 

high-performance AI co-processor for premium applications in their device 

designs without opting for more expensive (ISP) processors. 

 

7.2 Image Quality Enhancement 

The problem of image quality enhancement has not been entirely addressed in the area of computer vision. Most of 

the applications used in computer vision through deep learning are usually targeted 

at removing artificially added artifacts to the original image. 

An AI image co-processor can directly use the RAW data from the image sensor 

source rather than the processed RGB data and create a more enhanced and 

higher-quality image. An ISP can be replaced by a deep CNN model designed for 

fine-grained image restoration that is trained to convert RAW Bayer data obtained 

directly from a mobile camera sensor (RAW) into photos captured with a 

professional high-end DSLR camera, making the solution independent of any 

particular mobile ISP implementation. A large-scale dataset consisting of collected full-resolution RAW–RGB image 

pairs can be used [16]. 

 

7.3 Super Resolution (Zoom)  

Super-resolution (SR) aims to reconstruct the high-resolution (HR) image from its low-resolution (LR) version. 

Although combined SR Zoon and denoising various deep learning-based methods with different network 

architectures have been proposed to improve the SR performance in various research areas [11] [17], problems 

occur when applying such algorithms in real-world applications. When SR algorithms enlarge the image details and 

texture, If the input image is noisy or blurry, the problems that were not serious will be magnified, especially for 

artifacts and noise caused by the previous processing stage. It may lead to unsatisfactory results when applying SR 

alone without prior denoising or demosaicing steps in the pipeline. 
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A variety of deep learning methods have been applied to address SR tasks, ranging from Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN) method to the recent promising SR Generative Adversarial Network (SRGAN [18]) that is more 

appealing to the human perspective. In general, the SR algorithms using deep learning techniques differ from each 

other in terms of types of network architectures, loss functions, and learning methods. 

 

7.4 Denoising…..…      

Image noise is inevitable during imaging, and it may heavily degrade visual quality. Removing noise from images is 

considered a difficult problem because of the variety of noise sources. The atmosphere, optics, sensors, lens 

shadowing, and even digital circuits all can contribute to the final capture in different degrees. In image processing, 

these noise sources have various statistical random noise types including Gaussian noise, impulse noise, and 

speckle noise. An even harder problem is that most viewers find chroma noise more irritating than the luminance 

noise. Traditional image noise reduction technology has been around over a decade for denoising color and mosaic 

images, with some incremental improvements.  

In recent years, engineering communities have developed a number of denoising algorithms and technologies. 

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients have been primarily studied for de-noising by using spatial Gaussian 

variables, while different wavelets are derived from different Gaussian multi-order derivative functions. The impact 

of image noise can be reduced by changing the pixels to adjust brightness and contrast with the de-noising filtering 

methods [19]. 

With the increasing interest in learning-based methods, most successful denoising algorithms are entirely data-

driven, consisting of CNNs trained to recover from noisy images to noise-free images.  An AI image co-processor 

can use a large number of noisy/clear images through a deep learning algorithm until the noise type is learned and 

removed. De-noising filtering techniques can also be performed in both pre/post-processing steps before and after 

the SR network.  AI noise-reduction technologies will enable camera devices to shoot in low lighting or fast action 

with no reservations and recover crisp details with amazing image quality. 

7.5 HDR and Low-light Image Enhancement 

Dynamic range is the relative difference in brightness between the brightest and darkest details that the sensor can 

record within a single scene, with a value normally expressed in dB. CMOS sensors commonly have a sufficient 

dynamic range to capture all details that are fairly uniformly illuminated in scenes. Special sensors are required to 

capture the full range of illumination in high contrast environments. A high dynamic range is needed to 

simultaneously record information in deep shadows and bright highlights on a sunny day.  This requirement rises 

even further if extreme lighting conditions occur (the human eye has a dynamic range of around 120dB). High 

dynamic range sensors help improve computer vision performance in uncontrolled lighting environments. 
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.  

Low-light image enhancement is one of the major challenging tasks in computer vision and image quality 

restoration. Under low-light conditions, an image turns out to be noisy and dark, making the computer vision tasks 

difficult. Lack of high-quality image is a major concern for computer vision tasks, 

particularly for ADAS, smartphones, and surveillance camera security in smart city 

development. Most of the traditional approaches to reducing blur and noise in a low-

light captured image, require much effort or expensive equipment. 

 

7.6 Demosaicing 

Demosaicing is another essential step in a camera pipeline to construct a full RGB 

image from the Bayer data captured by a camera sensor. Demosaicing makes the 

images look more natural by extrapolating the missing color values from nearby pixels. Image demosaicing is often 

performed at the beginning of the image processing pipeline and is usually caused by interpolating full-resolution 

color images from the color mosaic images (e.g. Bayer mosaic images). Demosaicing reconstructs a full-color 

image from the incomplete color samples output from an image sensor overlaid with a color filter array (CFA).  

Demosaicing like denoising can be done as a pre-processing (or combined pre/post-processing) step using 

mathematical models, or it can be based on the learning-based approaches. Learning-based approaches build the 

process mapping by learning from abundant training data.  Deep convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture 

can be used to perform joint denoising, demosaicing, HDR, and super-resolution, resulting in superior image quality 

and higher PSNR – an end-to-end learning-based optimization solution. 

Demosaicing algorithms often perform well in flat regions of the image. However, it leads to noticeable artifacts in 

the high-frequency pixel regions and sharp edges. Due to the input resolution 

limitation, serious artifacts such as zippering, and loss of detail are likely to occur in 

this area. This kind of problem is related to the resolution limitation of the input 

Bayer image [20] and will be alleviated when the image resolution is increased. 

When the input low-resolution mosaic raw image contains noise, the demosaicing 

becomes further complicated. The conventional signal processing algorithms fail to 

perform well on noisy and complex-pattern images giving rise to several artifacts. 
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8 Conclusion 

Gyrfalcon Technology Inc. (GTI) provides a portfolio of production-level AI co-processor chips for enhancing image 

quality and accelerating computer-vision tasks in a wide variety of applications including smartphones, robotic 

vehicles, smart IoT, surveillance cameras; at the end-point device, the edge or the cloud AI levels.    

An AI-powered camera using a dedicated co-processor chip with innovative deep learning algorithms can deliver a 

vision-based solution with unmatched performance, power efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and scalability for 

intelligent CMOS sensors particularly in the fast-growing and dominant markets of smartphones and automotive. A 

sophisticated ISP pipeline can be replaced with a single end-to-end deep learning model trained without any prior 

knowledge about the sensor and optics used in a particular device. 

An AI image co-processor chip with a deep-learning CNN architecture and multi-scale multi-mode super-resolution 

(SR) capabilities can support various upscaling factors, image sizes, quantization-level options while being able to 

operate in various image enhancement modes depending on the target applications and performance requirements.  

Some of these capabilities can include multi-scale Super-Resolution/Zoom (SR Zoom), multi-type High Dynamic 

Range (HDR), AI-based or pre-processing-based denoising algorithms, or a combination of one or more of these 

supported functions.   

An AI-powered camera module with an integrated image co-processor chip can 

generate 4K ultra-high-definition (UHD) at high frame rates with enhanced PSNR, 

superior visual quality, and lower cost compared with conventional leading CNN-

based SR processors.   

The emerging smart CMOS image sensors technology trend is to merge ISP 

functionality and deep learning network processor into a unified end-to-end AI co-

processor. An AI image co-processor can be integrated into a camera module by 

directly using raw data from the sensor output to produce DSLR-quality images as 

well as highly accurate computer vision results.  

Having a dedicated AI image co-processor on the device offers numerous benefits including enhanced vision quality, 

higher performance, improved privacy, reduced bandwidth and latency, less CPU computational load, efficient energy 

use, and less BOM cost for running critical vision applications in real-time, always-on, anywhere independent of 

Internet connection. 
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